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 In 1970, when ballooning was in its infancy, Bruce and I were swept 

into the dream world of flying on the fluff of dandelions. When we followed 

Bill Grabb in his flying “lawn chair” Yankee Doodle to its landing (plop) and 

deflation (sigh), little did we know it would change 

the direction of our lives, and lead to lifelong friend-

ships, unimaginable adventures, and membership to 

a club that worshipped weightless floating – the es-

sence of flying a balloon.   

                                                                                                               

Early Powerline Encounter  

        In 1976, At about 150 hours as pilot in com-

mand, I started training pilots. One calm evening 

Bruce and I were separately flying with student    

pilots. I was letting my student make most of the 

decisions.  Towards the end of the flight, we approached to land in a small 

country park.  I spotted the power line first and grabbed the red line. The 

student grabbed the blast valve. The envelope came down across the  
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wires. Before the chase vehicle had arrived, I had disconnected the enve-

lope and pulled it out of the wires.                                                                                         

 I didn’t say a word to Bruce.  But on the way driving home that even-

ing, we came across a car crash into a power pole that had brought arcing 

powerlines across the highway, writhing like snakes, spitting sparks in all 

directions.                                                                                        

 Later that night, when I revealed to Bruce what had happened, I was 

sobbing and only wanted comforting. Instead, he said “if you can’t figure 

out at least five things you did wrong on this flight, don’t ever pilot a bal-

loon again.”  After a week of not speaking to Bruce, I sat down and wrote 

the article “Power Line Excerpts”, published first in the Pilot Newsletter 

then updated and distributed by balloon clubs and at safety seminars.  It 

has continued, with many contributions, as one of the important publica-

tions of the Balloon Federation of America. 

 

Balloon Education Committee  

From 1978-80 I chaired the Balloon Education Committee.                     

 As the number of pilots grew, serious accidents skyrocketed.  Mainly 

it was powerline contacts, but high wind landings, unsafe modifications to 

fuel systems, deflation systems and basket connections, cavalier attitudes 

about thermals and weather systems, shoddy balloon maintenance, bad 

launch discipline, inflation fans that maimed, tethering accidents all con-

tributed to ballooning becoming a “dangerous” sport as seen by the public 

and by insurance companies.  The Committee developed publications, but 

most important, it created structured Balloon Safety Seminars.           

 Bringing pilots together during the off season to share knowledge and 

get expert advice on things like reading the weather,  maintaining a bal-

loon and improving flight techniques was invaluable.  Today insurance 

companies typically require attendance at a Safety Seminar in order to 

qualify for balloon insurance.                                                             

 The number of serious and fatal accidents dropped significantly over 

the following years, both because of better equipment and better piloting 

skills, with the insurance providers’ requirement for this continuing educa-

tion. 
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First FAA Certified Repair Station for Balloons                              

 Our balloon world expanded in 1972 when 

David Schaffer, also known to us as Nanny David, 

moved in with us. David had already designed and 

built his first hot air balloon – everything but the 

tanks.  He set up our basement with sewing ma-

chines, cutting tables, metal working and basket 

making jigs, tube benders and pressure testing de-

vices.  He potty-trained our daughter Courtney 

and taught her to read, between building a titani-

um coil burner, sewing gores of nylon fabric and 

testing nylon rods to hold up the burner.         

 With David’s amateur building experience and 

tools and machines, plus my hammering away at 

FAA regulatory inspectors and paperwork require-

ments, we successfully won approval for the first 

FAA Certified Repair Station for hot air balloons – the only one in the Unit-

ed States, other than the factory where the balloon was built, which could 

inspect and repair standard airworthiness balloons it had manufactured.   

Aerofixica (our motto was “You Burn It, We Fix It”) became the certifica-

tion model for all future FAA balloon repair stations and still exists and 

functions as the Cameron Balloons US certified repair station. Repair sta-

tions were one key that fostered the growth of ballooning. 

  

Pilot Newsletter (now called The Quick Release) 

 While Ballooning Journal was a slick magazine, it didn’t lend itself to 

discussing sensitive subjects like fatal accidents, competition rules, or pro-

posed regulatory changes.  The solution I developed in 1973 was a less 

formal monthly publication for pilot members only.  The BFA Pilot Newslet-

ter is now called The Quick Release.  I interviewed and arm-twisted the 

major players in the center of the debates, then wrote, typed and com-

posed the Pilot Newsletter, finally commandeered a University of Michigan 

photocopier to print it.  I was editor a second time temporarily in 1978.  

 

Pilot Certification 

 In 1973 David Schaffer and Bruce decided that me, Darlene Provench 
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er (soon to be married to David) and two other regular crew friends would 

be trained in lieu of paying students.  It was going to be easy, I thought.  I 

could already get the balloon from the back of the truck to airborne almost 

blindfolded.  It turns out I was pure stupid once aloft.  With some terror, 

and patient instructors, I earned my pilots certificate in August 1973.  The 

examiner, a former jet jockey, cringed in the basket as I drifted slowly to-

wards a pine tree.  Upon “impact” I think he was looking for an eject but-

ton.  I reached over the edge to harvest pine needles and sniff them, en-

joying a scent of Christmas in August – and the startled expression on the 

examiner’s face.  

                                                                                                    

Competition Rules Development                                                 

 Bruce was elected president of the BFA in 

1973.  Interest in organized balloon competi-

tions was growing.  Tom Sheppard decided it 

was time to have competition rules codified and 

a system to limit the number of participants at 

major events like the US Nationals.  Tom pulled 

me into this project, and we developed a scor-

ing system to create comparative results for 

widely different types of races and regions. It 

all got written down and distributed (again, the 

Pilot Newsletter served this objective).  Karl 

Stefan added his weighty presence to unify pi-

lots to get behind the project. Me, I was really 

the secretary and sounding board – the guys 

did all the logistics and convincing.  For me the 

thrill was working alongside these giants of our sport.                                        

 Bob Kinsinger from Battle Creek had been one of our first balloon stu-

dents and became an ardent pilot. In his real life he was Vice President of 

Kellogg Foundation.  After the 1979 World Hot Air Balloon Championship in 

Uppsala, Sweden, he thought Battle Creek would be a good candidate to 

host a Hot Air Balloon World Championship.  Bob urged me to join him in 

making a presentation to the Battle Creek Chamber of Commerce to con-

vince them of the benefits.  We did, and the 1981 Worlds started Battle 

Creek’s long love affair with ballooning. 

 

 

  

Tucker, Courtney and 
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 I withdrew from the organization of this event after Bruce won the 

1979 Nationals and qualified to compete in the 1981 Worlds, since contin-

uing in the organization of this event might have been seen as a conflict 

of interest.  Bruce won the Worlds in Battle Creek, so my having with-

drawn from any further involvement in the organization seemed to have 

been an even more prudent decision.   

 

Cameron Balloons 

 We had bought our first Cameron balloon 

after attending an event in England in 1973.  We 

were enchanted by the beautiful workmanship, 

the sewing, the smooth envelope shape, the 

ruggedness of the system, the shock absorbency 

and light weight of the all-wicker basket.  Donald 

Cameron was delighted; we had the repair sta-

tion and his company had just received its U.S. 

Type Certificate. Now he had a way to provide 

service to potential U.S. clients. 

 As Cameron balloons became more popular in the U.S., Bruce and I 

became Cameron’s largest dealer.  By 1980 it was clear there was so 

much demand in the U.S. for Cameron balloons in the U.S. that it would 

be more efficient to build the balloons here.  By this time Bruce and I had 

designed and built Humungi, a 210,000 cubic foot all black balloon which 

Bruce and David flew for the hot air world duration record (and first ever 

24-hour hot air balloon flight) and Bruce and Jeff VanAlstine flew for the 

hot air balloon world distance record.  In the process we made numerous 

discoveries about deflation systems, fabric design, turbulence, wind shear, 

burner performance and a bunch of other things.   

 Bruce and I had worked with an American fabric developer to create 

the fabric to build Humungi.  I visited the textile factory and testing labs 

several times to work out the optimum combination of yarn, weight, 

weave, dye, stentering (stretching fabric for drying), resulting in coating 

and dye with major improvements for UV resistance and preventing po-

rosity. The final product was as light as the original parachute fabric that 

Cameron used for his first balloons but now with a tighter weave and flex-

ible coating that lasted basically forever and with incredible rip stopping  

Tucker in a balloon low 
over a lake 
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technology.  It became the basis of Cameron’s Hyperlight fabric.           

 I accompanied Jim Howard of Cameron Balloons Ltd. to the Carring-

ton fabric mill and finishing plant in England to take the U.S. fabric and 

coating improvements to the next level. We evolved a magnificent strong 

fabric – Hyperlast – that after almost 40 years is still the gold standard for 

durability, luster, and tear strength.                                            

 Tom Sage of Cameron Balloons Ltd. and I spent hours with burner 

designer Paolo Bonanno working on new burner designs.  I insisted on the 

completely duplicated fuel system, an unwritten but implicit necessity for 

U.S. Type Certification.  It meant that Camerons would not succumb to a 

burner failure that would eliminate the use of the burner during flight – a 

surprisingly frequent cause of unplanned landings.                        

 Cameron’s annual dealer conference gath-

ered balloon pilots from all over the world. Infor-

mally we shared flight horror stories – from flying 

in sub zero cold with frozen fuel valves, brittle 

fabric and pressurizing propane tanks to high alti-

tude flameout and ways to prevent this. There 

were more stories about high wind landings and 

deflation systems, baskets inverting over passen-

gers.  The subsequent year’s dealer conference 

invariably introduced a new basket design to give 

more protection, changes to burners to increase 

power or reduce condensation or improved liquid 

pilot lights, and other improvements. We got cus-

tom made stainless elbow joints and articulated 

flexi rigid pole supports, custom stainless tanks, improved envelope 

shapes, a whole new series of larger balloons, Kevlar deflation lines and 

Kevlar envelope cables – all these small improvements that don’t make 

headlines but have taken ballooning forward to an aircraft design safety 

record to be envied in aviation. The Cameron Dealer Conference was an in-

tense course in product development and invariably lead to improvements 

that only happen when you get experience from five continents telling you 

what they need.                                                                               

 Bristol and Ann Arbor freely shared design ideas, fabric development, 

and flight experience.  From Ann Arbor we could fly longer and higher than  

Receiving BFA Presi-
dent’s Award 1978 
(with David Schaffer (l) 
& Tom Sheppard (c)) 
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possible in England or Europe, so Bruce became the de facto test pilot.  

Burner performance at high altitude, effects of rapid ascents and descents 

on lightly loaded balloons, absorption of solar radiation – all these were 

documented and shared between factories.                                        

 By 1980 Don Cameron was trying to persuade us to start building 

Cameron’s under license from Bristol, and we were considering this.   

 

Car Accident 

 Then came my car accident, in June 1980.  

My right foot was mostly torn off by the brake 

pedal when my car decided to veer into a con-

crete bridge wall. The principal ankle bone was 

doomed to die before many years. However, 

Bruce was defending National Champion, and I 

was not going to be the reason he would miss 

the Nationals.  Three weeks after the accident I 

left the hospital in a makeshift bed in the back 

seat of our pickup truck, with the balloon in the 

truck bed, and towing a trailer with a rented golf 

cart to Indianola.  Six weeks after the accident I 

hobbled to the podium at the awards banquet and BFA President Bill 

Murtorff presented me with Shields-Trauger Memorial Award for service to 

ballooning.                                                                                      

 For the next 18 months, I was mostly unable to walk and having oc-

casional surgeries, and thus unable to return to my job at the University.  I 

lived attached to a home computer with floppy disks and a primitive print-

er.                                                                                                

 

The Start of Manufacturing Cameron Balloons in the US  

 We entered this vision of the future with the naive belief we could 

manufacture Cameron Balloons under the FAA Type Certificate earned by 

Cameron Balloons Ltd. in Bristol, England. No, said the local FAA manufac-

turing  compliance manager.  We needed to comply as a new manufacturer 

with 14 CFR Part 31: Airworthiness Standards Manned Free Balloons.  We 

needed to document design calculations, component strength tests, engi-

neering drawing control, materials compliance, flight tests, performance 
  

 

At the 1980 Nationals 
despite her auto acci-
dent injuries 
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analysis, manufacturing procedures – the same documentation of a compa-

ny like Boeing.   

 This was certainly one of the most frustrating yet rewarding parts of 

becoming a manufacturer.  We learned so much about organization and 

documenting construction, and thorough testing.  We learned the limits of 

stress the balloon was capable of enduring.  We learned about design fea-

tures that improved performance.                                                      

 David and Darlene had married, bought a farm 

with barns, and David had installed a furnace (“Hot 

Willie”) to endure Michigan hard winters.  The barn is 

where we built the envelopes, and the back pasture is 

where we took off for flights and did some of the re-

quired certification performance demonstrations.                                                                                 

 One of the important certification tests was to 

tether a heavily loaded large balloon to comply with 

FAR Part 31.19 (a) -- ”The following must be deter-

mined for the most critical uncontrolled descent that 

can result from any single failure of the heater assem-

bly, fuel cell system, gas value system, or maneuver-

ing vent system, or from any single tear in the balloon envelope between 

tear stoppers”.  Porter Paint had given us an old 140,000 cubic foot enve-

lope.  We rigged the Velcro rip panel so that a length of it equal to the 

longest possible tear between tear-stopping load tapes could be ripped out 

with a special line held by David on the ground.  While the FAA test pilot 

watched, Bruce tethered about ten feet above  the ground, with about a 

ton of concrete-filled steel drums hanging from the load frame, then David 

“let it rip”. The tearing Velcro sounded like a freight train for about two 

seconds, then silence when it hit the stoppers we had installed. The burner 

came on, and the descent stopped without the basket touching the 

ground.  We were all relieved – and in awe.                                                   

 This was the final test to gain our Type Certificates, in August 1982.                    

 Cameron Balloons US absorbed all our attention and propelled us to 

places and events we would never have been able to do without the com-

pany.  Bruce continued competing in National and World Championships.  

Cameron Balloons US grew to be, in some years, the largest supplier of 

balloons to the U.S. market.  We built balloons for Disney, various GM the  

Classic Tucker 
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special shape balloons.  We adopted a policy to type certify all the   divi-

sions, Porter Paint, Yoplait, and many other large companies and some of 

special shape balloons, whether built in the U.K. or the U.S., resulting in 

regular flight testing with FAA flight test engineers, piloted by first Bruce, 

and later by Andy Baird.   

 

Balloon Diplomacy                                                                            

 Nixon had ping pong, we had colorful balloons. 

 Every time we flew in a new country, we became the circus.  People 

flocked to us, invited us into their homes, farms, choyas, Honda headquar-

ters, jets, the Goodyear Blimp (behind the yoke in flight, no less), Russian 

fighter jet, a B1 bomber, Soviet battleship, a sacrificial llama ceremony.  

We made lifelong friends.   

 Balloons were so novel, so harm-

less, with no sharp edges, a ridiculous 

wicker basket, roaring like a friendly 

dragon.  Our balloon was the most color-

ful icebreaker ever built. 

 In 1989 Donald Cameron was 

charged with finding pilots to attend the 

first ever balloon event behind the Iron 

Curtain, in Vilnius, Lithuania.  Bruce, 

Courtney and I packed our Cameron de-

monstrator balloon and flew first to Moscow. The drabness, the empty 

shops, the dirt and decay were shocking.  This was the lifelong enemy of 

the West?  How poor spirited and downtrodden were the people.  We then 

flew to Vilnius, capital of Lithuania and host of the balloon event. While a 

Soviet satellite nation, the people were nonetheless energetic, curious 

about life outside the Soviet bloc, and everything was clean. Our assigned 

volunteer crew/interpreter was 17-year-old Ruta Tumenaite, same age, 

height, build as Courtney. Her English was perfect, but not practiced. Her 

timidness was quickly overwhelmed by the bustle of responsibilities thrust 

upon her – inflating the balloon in a stadium with all the spectators crowd-

ed around the fabric, basket, inflator, and no room for anyone to move 

back.  We sort of inflated on everyone's hands pushing upwards to lift the 

envelope from beneath.   

 

 

 

Tucker, Magomed, Ruta, Bruce 
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 Once vertical, hundreds of people surely wished to climb on board – 

Ruta had to shout them back.                                                           

 After our first inflation there, an authoritative 

sounding voice shouted in English “You must take 

my friends in your balloon”. There was Vladimir 

Geskin, head sportswriter for the largest Russian 

sports magazine, commanding the crowd with his 

powerful voice.  I asked, “and why your friend?”  

He responded, “He is most famous cosmonaut 

and only pilot of Soviet Space Shuttle ‘Buran’”.  

Bruce and I are huge fans of U.S. space flight and 

admire this rare class of pilot who risk everything 

each time they fly.  Magomed Tolboev climbed 

aboard.  

 This flight began a friendship between Magomed and me.  Over the 

next three years we met to fly in St. Peterburg, Seattle, and Moscow.  We 

communicated in German – I learned it in college, he learned it stationed 

in East Germany during the Cold War. 

 Ted Turner sponsored the Goodwill Games, a series of sporting events 

to try to overcome the political hostility between the Soviet Union and U.S. 

that had resulted from the U.S. boycotting the 1980 Olympics in Moscow, 

and the USSR boycotting the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles. The 1990 

Goodwill Games would be in Seattle.  

 I wrote a letter to Turner, then owner 

of CNN, to convince him to invite Magomed 

and his best friend, fellow cosmonaut Yuri 

Prikhodko, to attend the Goodwill Games as 

honored guests. He obliged with a gener-

ous donation to defray their expenses. 

 The “honor” grew to much more than 

Magomed and Yuri.  Using their clout in the 

Russian Space program, when they arrived, they brought with them Mriya, 

the largest plane in the world. Mriya had been used to transport the Soviet 

space shuttle “Buran”. The plane was filled with the Soviet military para-

chute team and the Soviet military acrobatic airplane team, their six acro-

batic  planes, pilots and families and interpreters.   

Tucker and Magomed 
rising aboe the Winter 
Palace in St. Peters-
burg in 1990 

The Antonov An-225 Mriya   
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Arriving in the U.S. a day earlier,  Magomed and Yuri, in two SU-27 jets, 

flew along side the plane carrying Russia’s athletes.  They arrived a day 

earlier than authorized  (someone had forgotten about the International 

Date Line) which stirred NORAD to launch fighter jets to intercept them 

and force them to land in Alaska.   Magomed told me the American and 

Soviet pilots saluted each other by dipping wings – jets close enough to 

see the other pilots’ smiles. 

 Later that year I sponsored Yuri, Magomed and a third Soviet test pi-

lot to become the first Soviet members of the prestigious Society of Experi-

mental Test Pilots (SETP). To be a member you needed to be a test pilot or 

pilot of a space craft – Yuri and Magomed qualified on both counts. 

 

Mriya’s Demise, February 2022 

 A sad note: In Putin’s attack on Ukraine in February 2022 the Rus-

sians bombed the hangar of Mriya, destroying the 30-billion-dollar aircraft 

that has been flown continuously for 30 years in air shows and to carry 

heavy equipment and large freight around the world. Mriya, built in the  

Antonov factory outside Kiev, was a national symbol of Ukrainian skill and 

competence. 

 

1990 Costa Rica 

 Costa Rica’ Minister of Foreign Trade owned the Burger King franchise 

for his country. He was excited by balloons for advertising when he saw a 

poster of the Whopper special shape balloon in the Miami corporate head-

quarters. So, in January 1991 he called Cameron US, arrived for the Dealer 

Conference at the factory, left me with several 

American Airline tickets and agreed to ship our 

company balloon to Costa Rica to see if it was 

possible to fly there.  I convinced Tim Madura, 

my “cast man (because he plastered me in 32 

arm or leg casts from 1980 to about 1990), who 

had become an accomplished balloon pilot, to 

accompany me to see what was possible in the 

tropics. There were challenges: low pressure bu-

tane, lousy roads, no maps, and hundreds of small culverts that defeated 

even the most rugged 4x4 pickup.  On our maiden Costa Rica flight, the  

Oxcart retrieve on 1st 
flight in Costa Rica 
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only retrieve to arrive at the first landing was a cart drawn by a pair of ox-

en.                              

 But it was true love at first sight – my passion 

for Costa Rica, the countryside, the people, over-

whelmed me, and has not diminished since then.  I 

spoke no Spanish then, but that didn’t stop animat-

ed conversation.  I could not wait to deliver Costa 

Rica’s first balloon. Luckily, the Minister of Foreign 

Trade had just signed the permit to allow American 

Airlines to operate flights to Costa Rica.  They were 

of course thrilled to buy a balloon to promote their 

new Central America destination, and provide 30 

tickets to train the pilot – the Minister of Foreign 

Trade and his new Cinco Estrellas Balloon Club.  I returned six times that 

year to train, repair damage from inadvertent tree encounters, and be ab-

sorbed by the Cinco Estrellas students and their families. I was so, so hap-

py in Costa Rica.                                                                                      

 Only one of the five members of the club, Roberto Kopper, became a 

licensed pilot. After his check ride with James Biglane following the 1991 

Natchez, Mississippi, Balloonfest, Roberto got on the plane back to Costa 

Rica and I said goodbye, tears of sadness for ending too soon my ro-

mance with Costa Rica, the people.  

       Back at work in Cameron two months later I received a call from Rob-

erto: “Hey, it’s time to start a company and sell balloon rides in Costa Ri-

ca. Can you come down?”.                                                                       

 Serendipity Adventures Costa Rica became a reality at the 1992 

Natchez Balloon Festival.  Serendipity partner/pilot Chip Davis and I ar-

rived with two balloons, a red Jeep, John Davis’ (yes, of Albuquerque)  

double cabin pick up truck, a white-water kayak, two rafts, 30 life vests, 

an industrial sewing machine, and two inflation fans mounted over the 

truck cab.  It was packed and ready to ship to Costa Rica, and after win-

ning enough prize money in the event we even had enough money to pay 

for the freight.  I wrote an article for Ballooning Journal which generated 

our first paying clients, old friends Bob and Bobbie Kinsinger.  Bob, Bobbie 

and I made five flights in four areas of Costa Rica.  Near Arenal Volcano , 

with nightly fireworks and explosions from the cone, we discovered a rain  

Tucker with Luis Diego Es-
calante, Costa Rica Minis-
ter of Foreign Trade, after  
1st flight  in Costa Rica. 
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forest filled with wildlife.  We infuriated howler monkeys, and they literally 

raised fists and thumped chests as we passed so slowly overhead that we 

could howl back and continue the conversation. This is balloon paradise.                                                                                        

 Serendipity grew, and so did Cameron.  Bruce was anxious to pursue 

long-time ballooning interests that he could not while managing Cameron 

Balloons US.  After a mind-blowing start to Serendipity in 1992 I returned 

to the factory reluctantly and escaped to Costa Rica whenever possible.  In 

1994, Bruce and I divorced, and I ended up with both companies and not 

being very good with either. My real skill was finding the right people – 

Lorne Whittles and Andy Baird for Cameron, Seth O’Neal for Serendipity, 

and both companies thrived in spite of me.                                           

 By 1994, Cameron US was well on its way to operating smoothly un-

der the guidance of Andy Baird and Lorne Whittles who were selling, man-

aging, financing, and performing all-around magic. I was free to follow my 

heart to Costa Rica. I was the only original partner still with Serendipity, 

and the company had grown a lot. We were Costa Rica’s only balloon oper-

ator, plus we operated our own white-water rafts, mountain bikes, horses, 

and naturalist float on a boat we developed that was absolutely silent, us-

ing electric trolling motors. 

   

Abraham in the Primary Forest 

 We discovered areas so remote that we had 

to carry the equipment in on pack horses.  We 

found a tree over 400 years old and more than 

200 feet tall.  It is hollow, so we climb inside of it 

– using internal roots to hold on, then exit the 

trunk through a natural window in the high wall 

of the tree.  And then, of course, we rappel 90 

feet back to earth.  Outside Magazine in 2004 

published a story about Serendipity, and this 

tree, that propelled us to become the largest ad-

venture company in Costa Rica.                      

 In 1998, based on our experience with design and testing of balloon 

baskets and suspension systems, Serendipity’s team built a platform hang-

ing from the lowest branches of a rain forest giant, 110 feet above the jun-

gle floor. You got there by “climbing a rope” or, for me and other less agile  

Tucker ascending to 
the Abraham rain for-
est tree platform  
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people, in a comfortable chair where we sat while a combination of coun-

terweights and a winch pulled us up.  Once aloft there was a full lunch.  

The bird, monkey, iguana and other arboreal creatures living in the canopy 

were our actors – the silence was broken only by rustling branches as  

animals passed by.  It was not only a naturalist’s dream world; it was 

handicap accessible.  
  

1997: The Sajama Ice Core Extraction Project 

 After Courtney and her husband moved to Australia, I was splitting 

my time between Australia, Cameron in Michigan, and Costa Rica.  Then 

came the phone call from Lonnie Thompson of the Admiral Byrd Research 

Institute for Climate Science at Ohio State University. 

 Could we build a balloon that could carry ice cores from the top of an 

extinct volcano and land on the altiplano.   

 There were too many words in that request that I didn’t understand, 

but all the words were interesting.   

 Lonnie Thompson, in 2008 named as A Hero of the Environment by 

TIME Magazine, extracts from the cones of extinct volcanoes snowfall that 

has been compressed into ice, in order to study the record of the climate 

trapped in the ice.  It shows precipitation, ambient temperatures, air quali-

ty, natural disasters, even microbes – laid out like rings on a tree.  The rec-

ord from the Sajama Project, which we would soon join, showed climate 

history for the past 10,000 years in the tropical regions, an area with hu-

man population, and human presence documented. 

 This project required strong porters, equipment of which no single 

part could weigh more than 70 pounds (a porter’s limit), a balloon capable 

of taking off fully loaded, at 21,460 feet, carrying two pilots and a payload 

of about 1,250 pounds, an inflation fan that would start and run in the rari-

fied atmosphere at 21,000 feet, a burner that won’t flame out at 22,000 

feet, and a few pilots who could handle 22,000 feet – the altitude needed 

to clear the mountaintop and descend. The flight would last long enough to 

clear the base of the mountain, before doing terminal rate descent.  The 

landing area was the open altiplano, itself at 14,000 feet above sea level.  

The refrigerator truck could reach any place the balloon landed.  Perfect 

retrieve, and less than two hours from top sub-zero storage caves dug in 

the snow to freezer truck.  The freezer truck would later drive the ice cores  
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to the airport at La Paz for a quick trip to Columbus, Ohio.  It just depend-

ed on the porters to get it all to the top, then the balloon, the pilots, and 

the weather forecast station to get it down. 

Time to call Bruce. 

 Bruce designed an envelope that split horizon-

tally into three sections, the vertical load tapes of 

which connected with small aluminum carabiners. We 

used Kevlar load tapes and mouth cables, and super-

light fabric made for this balloon only.  His burner de-

sign was in reality two Whisper burners mounted on 

an aluminum block, which was slung by stainless 

steel cables from the four points where the basket 

cables joined the envelope cables.  The balloon car-

ried four 10-gallon aluminum tanks that we had filled 

with propane from commercial 100-pound tanks de-

livered to us on the Altiplano and pressurized with ni-

trogen.  The basket was designed to break down 

easily for carrying and was basically a canvas laundry basket.  The cable 

burner frame was designed to support the cartons of ice core samples, 

with cable lengths carefully planned so the weight would gradually get 

added to the frame and envelope as the inflation progressed.              

 Fred Grotenhuis from New Jersey heard about the project and volun-

teered.  Getting his helicopter shot up in flight a few times in Viet Nam 

probably qualified him better than anyone else on the flight team.  Seth 

O’Neal, former Serendipity Costa Rica partner, volunteered, but he wasn’t a 

pilot, so we trained him and licensed him, and he was pilot number two.  

Ronald Bottger, then currently Serendipity’s operation manager, was a Pe-

ruvian mountaineer prior to joining Serendipity. He, too, needed to get 

trained as a pilot.  The fourth was Bruce.                                              

 My job was supplying food, potable water, and lots and lots of medi-

cines for the porters, scientists and balloon crew.  Once a week I would 

drive the 175 miles to La Paz and return with the pickup truck filled with 

six jerry cans of gasoline (enough to get back to the nearest gas station), 

water purifiers, canned goods, sterno to cook at High Camp, and antibiotics 

for influenza, skin infections, bleeding leg ulcers, eye infections, coughs 

and sore throats for 40 people. This expedition was lucky; the next one, in  

The balloon we cre-
ated for the ice core 
Project 
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China, lost a scientist from an altitude induced pulmonary edema.          

 We had permission from the Bolivian government to conduct the pro-

ject for only two months. The balloon equipment arrived, and we packed it 

onto the rental pickup to head to Sajama. En route we discovered there 

are no gas stations for the final 120 miles. We needed to have at least a 

round trip’s worth of gasoline before leaving the last gas station, plus gas 

for driving while at the mountain.  We returned to Cochabamba and 

bought five 5-gallon cans and filled them before starting again to the 

mountain. 

 One last hurdle was the indigenous 

leaders.  Sajama is a sacred mountain.  

We were white heathen.  Someone was 

going to have to give us permission to 

climb to the top and drill holes in it.  The 

standoff was finally settled by money, 

plus the ceremonial sacrifice of a pure 

white llama. The whole crew (I was the 

only female and confused the shaman) 

participated as the llama was held down, 

its throat slit, and it resigned itself to a 

noble death in the name of climate science. 

 We continued to wait for the porters to get all the parts of the balloon 

to the top.  Days turned into two weeks and the balloon equipment stayed 

next to our choya. Lonnie was up top, drilling cores, but we could do noth-

ing but wait for porters.  They were sick, some coughing up blood and 

showing up with frostbite toes. 

 Fred and Seth climbed from base camp above 15,000 feet to high 

camp at 18,500 feet. The wind tore at the tent. Inside the tent condensa-

tion froze on the inside of the tent, creating a continuous snowfall onto on 

the sleeping pilots.  Everyone at this altitude had sleep apnea – heck, I 

had it in the base camp. The exhaustion was compounded by the relent-

less wind, easily 30 miles per hour all night long.  

 The meanest trick was that the weather station atop the mountain, 

upon which all the optimistic reports of calm winds on top at were based 

had actually been destroyed by high winds before the project was even 

planned.  All the calm reports were no reports.  The weather when we  

The scientists drilling ice cores 
atop Sajama Mountain in Boliv-
ia in 1997 
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were there turned out to be a powerful El Niño, with strong winds.  Seth 

and Fred stayed on top, waiting for the wind to drop even to 20 miles per 

hour.  It never happened. 

 After arriving at the top of the mountain, it was obvious to the Fred 

and Seth that the ice anchors set  

by the scientists were grossly inadequate for the 160,000 cubic foot bal-

loon.  Even hooked to tether lines before turning on the fan the anchors 

started coming out.  Bruce had calculated that the wind speed must be no 

more than 12 miles per hour for inflation but must be at least 5.7 miles per 

hour in order for the balloon to clear the mountain before running low on 

fuel.  Even at the minimum wind speed, the existing anchors would not 

hold the balloon.  Eight 125-pound cartons of ice cores would be clustered 

around the sides of the basket as the envelope inflated. The far end of the 

“launch field” was, in fact, a sheer cliff.  Not a place for ice anchors that 

might not hold. 

 In the meantime, Bruce and Ronald were headed to get to the top.  

Bruce narrowly avoided frostbitten toes while sleeping at High Camp.  

Ronald caught a lung infection and both alternate pilots returned to base 

camp.  Fred and Seth were alone on top for five nights with three scien-

tists in heavy boots, gloves and coats who had never seen a balloon be-

fore.  The wind never dropped below 25 miles per hour. 

 The balloon never flew. 

 Lonnie packed up when the government 

permission was about to end.  Heroic efforts 

by the porters brought down, by foot, all 320 

meters of ice cores, still frozen at a tempera-

ture of -20 degrees Fahrenheit, and these flew 

to Columbus, Ohio where they have been 

painstakingly analyzed for the climate history 

of 25,000 years. 

 Use of the balloon was once again at-

tempted for ice core extraction in Kilimanjaro, 

Tanzania, but never made it to the top due to the inability to obtain per-

mission from the national government. 

 I ,for one, will count my time in Sajama as one of the most enriching 

experiences in my lifetime.  Living in a choya with no electricity within 200  
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miles, hauling water from snowmelt in a shallow pool shared with all the 

llamas and alpaca was eye-opening.  I spent a few 

hours every day with Doña Teodora, an Aymara 

woman, descendant of the indigenous  natives be-

fore the Inca empire existed.  I passed hours with 

her, herding llamas and weaving alpaca wool, col-

lecting sagebrush to burn for fuel, drying llama 

meat rubbed with salt on the roof of the choya, and 

always talking slowly – Spanish was a second lan-

guage for both of us.  Her children were sent off to 

La Paz to have a better future than hers, she said.  I 

picked them up one time for school holidays.  I was 

shocked to witness the disrespect towards the indig-

enous people of Bolivia. The kids dreamt of a 

“better life”, to forever live in the city, to work in a store or drive a taxi, to 

have dream job that was impossible.  They would never return to Sajama, 

even if their dream jobs wouldn’t come true.  Such is the price a mother 

pays to give her children a better life. 

 

Selling Serendipity, and now Raising Cattle 

 Andy bought Cameron Balloons US in 2000, and I escaped perma-

nently to Costa Rica. 

 In 2008 I realized I was getting too old to manage Serendipity, so 

made a deal to sell it to Charlotte, our manager, and her husband Ricardo, 

an engineer in charge of building Costa Rica’s hydroelectric plants, who al-

so oversaw the building of Serendipity’s office, warehouse, and my home 

Volare. I wanted to spend more time enjoying Courtney and my grandson 

in Australia, and more time playing at Centaura, the horse farm near Are-

nal Volcano that, in theory, I half-owned with Esteban.  I loved riding, fly-

ing the balloon, and I was also realizing I was in love with the horse mas-

ter, Jaime. 

 To make a long story short, Jaime and I have been together since 

2010, the best decision of my life.  We raise beef cattle on his farm in the 

northern part of Costa Rica.  My house in Turrialba has become a success-

ful Airbnb. Go look it up – “Volare Costa Rica”.  Volare is Spanish for “to 

fly”. 

  

Tucker in balloon 
with  A renal Volcano 
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 I’ve had three ankle replacements, and I am in Denver recovering 

from the third surgery as I write this ballooning autobiography.   

 My immediate goal is to once again walk the farm with Jaime.   My 

second goal is to fly Thistledown, the 1978 O-65 balloon that Ted 

McKissack gave me because he didn’t have the heart to consign it to the 

dump after he quit flying.  Jaime learned to fly in Thistledown, and we flew 

her in Panama in 2011, which I believe were the first balloon flights in that 

country. And, yes, we inflate without a fan, and we have no burner support 

poles. “I guess you’d call us old school”. 

 
 

 

 

 

Tucker today, with her 
partner in life Jaime 

Tucker’s almost half-century old, still-
airworthy balloon, preparing to take off 
in Costa Rica 
 

I received following the Balloon Federation of America Awards: 

In 1978 BFA Presidents Award 

In 1980 Shields-Trauger Memorial Award for Contribution to Ballooning; 

Highest National Award. 

In 1983 BFA Presidents Award 


